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ABSTRACT 
 

Project Solaris is a unique student project that is carried out at Mälardalen University, 

Sweden. The project involves all the phases of the development and construction of a solar-

powered UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle), where every subproject involves a specific 

assignment in the development-process. 

The primary task of this project is the investigation of the energy balance for the entire 

aircraft. In other words, calculating the power that is generated through the solar panels, and 

the required power to fly the aircraft and operate all the electronic systems.  

The total thrust from the motors is 6,6 oz (1,834 N) which is completely sufficient to fly the 

aircraft during cruise-flight and take-off flight. And the provided energy from the solar panels 

(87,8381 Wp) is enough to operate the motors and the necessary system, including the 

battery-charging. As a result of these factors, the aircraft will theoretically have the ability to 

fly “constantly” without the need of landing. The presented data shows the capacity of the 

aircraft and all the essential parameters.  

The calculations have been based on the solar-powered UAV Zephyr Qinetiq, due to the fact 

that Zephyr successfully have managed to fly both day and night. However, the design of the 

Solaris aircraft has been a little different, regarding the battery and motor choice. But it’s also 

important to understand that the installation of the exact same components is not fully 

necessary to achieve the same goal, which is a 24h-flight.    
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SAMMANFATTNING 
 

Projekt Solaris är ett unikt studentprojekt som utffördes vid Mälardalens högskola, Sverige. 

Projektet omfattar samtliga faser av utvecklingen och konstruktionen av en solcellsdriven 

UAV (obemannad luftfarkost), där varje delprojekt består av en specifik uppgift i 

utvecklingsprocessen.  

Den primära uppgiften i detta projekt är utredningen av energibalansen för hela flygplanet. 

Med andra ord, beräkna energin som genereras via solpaneler, och den nödvändiga kraften för 

att flyga flygplanet och driva alla elektroniska system. 

Den totala dragkraften från motorerna är 6,6 oz (1834 N) vilket är helt tillräckligt för att driva 

flygplanet under ”cruise-flight” och ”takeoff”. Den genererade energin från solpanelerna 

(87,8381 Wp) är tillräckligt för att driva motorer och de nödvändiga system, inklusive 

batteriladdningsfasen . Som ett resultat av dessa faktorer har flygplanet (enligt teoretiska 

beräkningar) möjligheten att flyga "konstant" utan att behöva landa. Samtliga data som 

presenteras visar kapaciteten för flygplanet och alla dess viktiga parametrar. 

Beräkningarna har delvis varit baserade på den solcellsdrivna och obemannade luftfarkosten 

Zephyr Qinetiq, till följd av att Zephyr har lyckats att flyga både dag och natt. Däremot har 

utformningen av Solaris-flygplanet varit lite annorlunda, med hänsyn till batteri- och 

motorval. Men det är också viktigt att observera att installationen av exakt samma 

komponenter inte är helt nödvändigt för att uppnå samma mål, vilket är en 24h-flygning. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 

 

α     Angle of attack 

Ah    Ampere-hour 

AR    Aspect ratio 

b    Wingspan 

d    Distance  

h    Height  

in    Inches 

IAS    Indicated Air Speed 

m    Metre 

mm     Millimetre  

m
2
     Square meter 

η     Efficiency 

p    Density 

Pmax     Peak Power  

Sref    Reference area 

v    Velocity 

V    True Air Speed  

W     Estimated weight (calculated) 

Wh    Watt-hour  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Project Solaris is a unique student project that was carried out at Mälardalen University, 

Sweden. The project involves all the phases of the development and construction of a solar-

powered UAV (unmanned aircraft vehicle), where every subproject involves a specific 

assignment in the development-process. 

The primary task of this project was to investigate the energy-balance for the entire aircraft. In 

other words, calculating the power that is generated through the solar panels, and the required 

power to fly the aircraft and operate all the electronic systems.  

Typically, when designing an aircraft, there are certain parameters that are decided first, such 

as the takeoff weight, wing area, airfoil etc. However, this approach of design wouldn’t be 

appropriate for the solar-powered aircraft, due to the fact that the limited power is provided by 

the solar panels. As a result, the first deciding factor becomes the available power from the 

solar cells, which is a function of the efficiency of the solar cells multiplied with the wing 

area.  

The energy that is generated from the solar cells will be used directly or/and stored in 

batteries, to enable flight during the night where it’s complete loss of solar energy. 

Consequently, storage of the produced energy is necessary if a 24h-flight should be possible 

to accomplish, which is a primary factor included in the assignment.               
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METHODS 
 

Several methods have been used to gather all the necessary information for the project. The 

primary and most used source of information has been the Internet, which has also been the 

most valuable source. Approximately 90% of the information has been collected from the 

Internet through different websites. 

Information has also been gathered from different companies, organizations and universities, 

such as aeronautic teachers at the Mälardalen University and KTH. The project has also 

received much help from one certain person, Fredrik Ekstrand (PhD), who has shared many 

thoughts regarding the development and design of the aircraft. Personnel at SunPower 

Corporation and SANYO has as well provided data-sheets for their solar panels, and 

presented other necessary information for the solar-powered UAV. 

The company Qinetiq, the maker of Zephyr Qinetiq, has also been contacted, and they have 

also provided the project with a lot of necessary information. The provided data from Qinetiq 

has been a major factor in the design and development of the aircraft.  

The motor program MotoCalc was used to analyze, calculate and determine the most suitable 

and effective power system (motor, battery, drive-system, speed controller) for the Solaris 

aircraft. The main results regarding the power system and its components are completely 

based on MotoCalcs calculations.           
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RESEARCH 
 

Photovoltaics 
 

Photovoltaic (PV) is a method which consist of generating electrical 

power through the conversion of solar radiation into direct electrical 

energy, via a specific semiconductor that exhibits the photovoltaic-

effect. The power-generation of photovoltaics utilizes solar panels 

which are composed of a number of cells that contains the photovoltaic 

material. 

 

Photovoltaic Effect 
 

The photovoltaic effect is the result of voltage-production (or an equivalent electric current) in 

a material upon light-exposure. In the photovoltaic effect, electrons are generated and 

transferred between different bands (valence to conduction bands) inside the specific material, 

which results in the formation of a voltage between two electrodes.  

 

 

1) Solar Panels 

Transforms sunlight (solar energy) 

into DC (direct current) electricity  

 

2) Wiring 

Pathway for electricity 

 

3) Inverter 

Transforms DC to AC electricity  

 

4) Meter 

Necessary data regarding the energy 

(kWh) 

 

 

Figure 1. Typical design of 
modern solar panels. 

Figure 2. A design of a modern solar panel construction. 
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SunPower Corporation 
 

SunPower Corporation is considered as one 

of the leading companies in the world 

regarding the manufacturing and design of 

high-efficient solar cells (photovoltaic cells) 

and solar panels. SunPower has in fact been 

responsible for the development of modern 

and powerful solar technology for almost 40 

years, and the company continues to provide 

solar systems for the world’s leading 

business and technology companies. 

SunPower has also provided solar cells to 

two of the most renowned solar powered 

aircrafts, Solar Impulse and Helios Prototype 

(NASA’s Pathfinder).    

SunPower E19 Series panels are highly 

efficient and considered as one of the most powerful solar panels commercially available. 

These solar panels integrate modern and effective technology that involves efficient solar 

cells and an anti-reflective system to optimize the reflection of sunlight.      

SunPower Corporation is well-known for setting 

several world records in the technology of solar 

cells/panels. The most efficient solar panels that 

are developed by SunPower produce 

approximately 50% more power compared to 

conventional solar panels and almost 2-4 times 

more power than the thin film (according to 

statistics and presented data).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Solar panels from SunPower. 

Figure 4. Test results from SunPower regarding the efficiency 
for different modern solar panels. 
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SunPower E19/320 Solar Panel  
 

The SunPower E19/320 is today one the most efficient solar 

panels commercially available. The solar panel utilizes 96 solar 

cells and has a conversion efficiency of 19.6%. Furthermore 

SunPower 320 has also the following features: 

- Reduced voltage-temperature coefficient  

- Special anti-reflective glass   

- Exceptional low-light performance, which lead to an 

increased delivery of energy  

 

Important data: 

(Measured at Standard Test Conditions (STC): irradiance of 

1000W/m², AM 1.5, and cell temperature 25° C) 

 

- Pmax /Peak Power (+5/-3%)  320 W 

 

- Module efficiency (η)  19.6 % 

 

- Temperature Coefficients  Power (P): -0.38% /K 

 

Voltage (Voc): -176.6mV/K 

Current (Isc) 3.5mA / K 

- Temperature   -40° F to +185° F (-40° C to + 85° C) 

 

- Solar Cells   96 SunPower all-back contact monocrystalline 

 

- Weight  41.0 lbs (18.6 kg) 

 

- Impact Resistance   Hail 1 in (25 mm) at 52mph (23 m/s) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. A picture of the solar panel E19/320 
from SunPower. 
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SANYO 
 

SANYO is also considered as one of the leading and most 

important solar companies internationally, with more than 

30 years of experience within the field of solar 

technology. SANYO, similar to SunPower, has set the 

standards for the development of modern and high-

performance photovoltaic-modules.  

SANYO began in 1975 the development of solar cells that 

consist of amorphous silicon, which is a non-crystalline 

allotropic form of silicon. In 1980 SANYO became the first manufacturer in the world to 

produce solar cells of amorphous silicon commercially.  

The SANYO HIT solar cells, which are using the HIT-Technology (Heterojunction with 

Intrinsic Thin-layer), began its serial production in 1997 with introducing a 170 W solar 

module with a cell efficiency ratio of 16.4% and a module efficiency ratio of 14.4%.  

The SANYO HIT modules also combine a thin single crystal wafer with a thin amorphous 

silicon layer, thus resulting in 28% increased efficiency compared to “average” solar modules. 

The SANYO HIT-technology was compared with other known solar module-technologies 

under identical conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Solar panels that are installed on SANYO:s 
headquarter building. 

Figure 7. The following diagram illustrates the transformation efficiency (energy/square 
meter) for several different solar modules, including SANYO modules. 
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SANYO HIT N240SE  
 

The recently introduced N240SE-model is the successor of the renowned 

solar module SANYO NKHE5. The N240SE-model produces 

approximately 25W more on the same module dimensions compared to 

the NKHE5-model. Due to the improved technology, the N240SE has a 

cell efficiency of 21,6%,  which is considered a new “world record” in 

mass production. The improved cell-efficiency in the N240SE-model has 

resulted in enormous decrease regarding the optical absorption loss and 

limited carrier recombination loss. 

Important data: 

(Measured at Standard Test Conditions (STC): irradiance of 1000W/m², 

Air Mass 1.5, and cell temperature 25° C) 

 

- Pmax /Peak Power (+5/-3%)  240 W 

 

- Efficiency (η)   19.0 % 

 

- Temperature Coefficients  Power (P): -0.30% /°C 

 

Voltage (Voc): -

0.131mV/°C 

Current (Isc) 1,76mA 

/°C 

- Temperature   Unidentified 

 

- Solar Cells   5 inch HIT Cells 

 

- Weight  33.0 lbs (15 kg) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 8. A picture of the model 
SANYO HIT N240E. 

Figure 9. Description of the design for the N240E-
model. 
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UNI-SOLAR 
 

UNI-SOLAR is the largest producer of flexible 

solar panels in the world, providing solar panels 

with light and durable construction with the ability 

to produce large amount of energy compared to 

other similar solar panels, with high cost-

effectiveness. 

UNI-SOLAR PVL-68 
 

This is the high temperature and low light 

performance solar panel from UNI-SOLAR, UNI-

SOLAR PVL-68. The trademarks for these solar 

panels are the flexible construction-design, and the 

very low weight with high efficiency. This makes 

these solar panels a very good choice for different 

aircraft applications that requires very low weight. 

 

 

Important data: 

(Measured at Standard Test Conditions (STC): 

irradiance of 1000W/m², Air Mass 1.5, and cell 

temperature 25° C) 

 

- Pmax /Peak Power (+5/-5%)   68W 

 

- Efficiency (η)   6,8 % 

 

- Temperature Coefficients  Power (P): -0.21% /°C 

 

Voltage (Voc): -0.38%/°C 

Current (Isc) 0,10% /°C 

- Temperature   Unidentified 

 

- Solar Cells  11 triple junction amorphous silicon solar cells 

 

- Weight  8,7 lbs (3,9 kg) 

Figure 10. UNI-SOLAR headquarters.  

Figure 11. A model of the solar panel UNI-SOLAR 
PVL-68. 
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Battery 
 

Typically, there are three types of batteries that are mostly used for airplanes that are driven 

by electrical motors, and these are the following:  

- Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) 

- Nickel Metal Hydride 

(NiMH) 

- Lithium Polymer (LiPo) 

The type-battery Nickel Cadmium is 

considered the oldest generation of 

the aforementioned batteries. They 

have the ability to pack more power 

but are considerably much heavier 

then Nickel Metal Hydride. The voltage (more 

precisely the power) in Nickel Metal Hydride-

batteries has the tendency to “fall off” much earlier during flight, which is certainly a negative 

aspect with NiMH-batteries for flight applications. The most beneficial battery available on 

the commercial market for aircraft applications is the Lithium Polymer-batteries, due to the 

fact that it can produce great power with little weight, where it also has the ability to hold the 

provided power throughout the flight. However, the LiPo-batteries are usually more expensive 

compared to the other batteries.  

“Increased amount of cells in the battery means increased voltage, which means more power.”  

“Power (Watts) = Current (Amps) x Voltage (Volts) “ 

 

Lithium Polymer (LiPo) 

 

The LiPo-batteries (Lithium Polymer) is a 

rechargeable battery that is the most 

common and used battery-type in aircraft 

applications. The LiPo-batteries is actually 

considered the main reason that electrically 

driven aircrafts is a viable option due to the 

following advantages that are presented 

below.   

 

Figure 12. A representative design of a rechargeable battery. 

Figure 13. A Lithium Polymer battery for RC aircraft from Protek RC. 
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The following are the advantages of LiPo-batteries: 

- Decreased weight 

- The possibility of constructing any desired size and shape 

- Large capacities (holds more power in small packages)  

- High discharge rate  

The following are the advantages of LiPo-batteries: 

- Expensive compared to NiCad and NiMH 

- Less longevity (compared to the other batteries), approx. 300-400 charge-cycles 

- Possible safety issues (due to the fact that volatile electrolyte is used) 

- LiPo-batteries that are applied for flight conditions require accurate “maintenance” to 

uphold its specific performance (where factors such as charging, discharging and 

storing affects the batteries duration) 

 

 

Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) 

 

The following are the advantages of NiCd-batteries: 

- High tolerance to damage and deep discharging, compared to other batteries  

- Has a longer life-cycle (charge/discharge cycles), thus has the ability to last longer 

- Modern NiCd-batteries contains high energy density, due to the fact that weight and 

size has been modified as a result of improved battery-technology, thus available 

NiCd-batteries on the commercial market could certainly be used in aircraft-

applications  

- The terminal voltage has a considerably slow decline during discharging, thus the 

decrease in performance is minimized  

- The capacity is not considerably affected by high discharge currents, consequently the 

NiCd-battery will provide very close to its rated capacity (even with a high discharge 

rate) 

- NiCd-batteries have usually a very low self-discharging rate 

 

The following are the disadvantages of NiCd-batteries: 

- The NiCd-batteries are mostly expensive, due to the use of cadmium  

- A significant disadvantage is negative temperature coefficient, i.e. if the 

cell temperature increases it will affect the internal resistance as it will 

considerably decrease 

- They are environmentally hazardous and not allowed 

 Figure 14. An inner design of 
a NiCd-battery. 
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Lithium Sulfur (Li-S) 

 

Lithium Sulfur is a rechargeable galvanic cell with the ability to contain high energy density. 

Lithium Sulfur batteries are classified as relatively light-weight, thus appropriate for aircraft 

applications, and was first introduced on a HALE (high altitude, long endurance) solar-

powered airplane in 2008. Lithium Sulfur batteries may possible succeeds lithium-ion cells, 

due to higher energy density and increased cost-effectiveness as a result of using sulfur.  

According to the research, development and production company Sion Power, Lithium and 

Sulfur combined yields the highest theoretical gravimetric and volumetric energy density for a 

specific battery system, compared to any other battery couple.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to the potential high energy density combined with the nonlinear cell charging/discharge-

response, a microcontroller and other necessary safety circuitry along with voltage regulators 

are used for the purpose of controlling and preventing cell operation and rapid discharge 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Comparison of different battery-types. 
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Thunder Power RC 

 

Thunder power RC is considered the 

world leader in the development of 

lipo-batteries and charging solutions 

for many different applications, such 

as RC, UAV/UAS etc. The company 

provides many different lipo-batteries 

with diverse capacities (250 mAh-

8000 mAh), configurations from 1s 

3,7V-10s 37V.  

 

SANYO Eneloop 

 

SANYO is the world’s largest producer of NiMH 

rechargeable batteries, and one of the leading 

companies when it comes to the development and 

production of commercial AA/AAA rechargeable 

batteries. Each Eneloop battery has the ability to 

be recharged up to 1500 times, and could also be 

recharged with several different rechargers on the 

market.  

 

SION POWER 

 

Lithium sulfur from SION Power has the highest theoretical 

volumetric and specific energy density, approximately 2250 Wh/kg 

and 2862 Wh/l according to theoretical calculations. This 

exceptional rechargeable battery system enables different 

applications to use rechargeable batteries with the requirement of 

minimal weight.     

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. An example of LiPo-batteries from the company Thunder Power. 

Figure 17. A typical design of a SANYO battery. 
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Avionics 
 

Components that are necessary for airplane control will be investigated, which includes the 

receiver and servo. The servo (actuate control surfaces) should be digital which results in 

decreased total weight, thus the evaluation of “no gear servos” is not necessary (but merely 

nylon). The receiver, which has the purpose of receiving the signal from the pilot on the 

ground and transmitting it to the servos, speed controls etc, should have at least eight 

channels.   

 

Servo 
 

Servos are mostly used for position control, where the servos are generally electrical or 

partially electronic, using an electrical motor to create mechanical force. The first use of 

positioning servomechanism was in the military for marine navigation equipment and fire-

control. In present days, servos are mostly used in numerical control, satellite-tracking 

equipment, remote controlled UAV, automatic navigation systems, fly-by-wire system etc.  

The fly-by-wire system has the benefit of creating lighter aircraft, compared to similar designs 

with conventional controls, which is mostly as a result of decreased total weight of system 

components and due to increased relaxation of the aircrafts natural aerodynamic stability.  

Fly-by-wire systems that are electronic have the potential of flexible response to changing 

aerodynamic conditions. Furthermore, they require less maintenance (compared to mechanical 

and hydraulic systems), such as tension adjustments, lubrication, fluid changes, etc.        

For the Solaris aircraft, the servos will have the purpose of operating the control surfaces. 

Hydraulic, pneumatic and magnetic principles could also be used in different types of servos. 

However, they will not be useful due to the fact that these types of servos are excessively 

heavy, which is not beneficial for the aircraft application, consequently the used servos will 

be completely electronic due to their affordability, consistency and simple construction.  
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Tiny S 

 

The model Tiny S from Multiplex is a “micro-sized” servo, where the servo is considered 

very fast and effective, and also exhibits a tremendous performance (to weight ratio), 

according to statistical data. The servo Tiny S has been developed specifically 

for applications that requires minimal weight and size, thus it’s most 

appropriate for aircraft-models.  

Specification: 

- Torque: 26 / 30 Ncm @ 4.8/6.0 V 

- Transit speed: 0.08 / 0.06 Sec./40º @ 4.8/6.0 V 

- Dim. LxWxH: 30x12x30 mm 

- Weight approx.: 17 g 

- Gearbox: Plastic  

- Motor type: 3-pole 

 

Titan Digi 4 

 

The model Titan Digi 4 from Multiplex is specifically designed for the most demanding 

applications thus is certainly considered appropriate for aircrafts (due to high standards). This 

servo delivers an amazing performance, which measures the highest performance ever 

achieved by a servo from Multiplex (to date).  

Specification: 

- Torque: 4/5 cells* 110/135 Ncm 

- Transit speed: 40° @ 4/5 cells* 0,11/0,09s 

- Dim. LxWxH: 40x20x39 mm 

- Weight approx.: 52.7 g 

- Gearbox: Plastic  

- Motor type: Coreless 

    

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 18. A model of the 
servo Tiny S. 

Figure 19. A model of the servo Titan Digi 4. 
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Brushless ESC (Electronic Speed Control) 
 

Electronic speed control, also known as ESC, is defined as an electronic circuit with the 

specific function of “varying/controlling” the speed and direction of an electric motor, where 

it could also act as a dynamic brake. ESCs are mostly used on electrically motor-powered 

aircraft models (radio-controlled). The ESC provides a much more even and precise motor 

speed variation, in a much more efficient manner compared to other mechanical types.     

A typical modern ESC contains a battery eliminator circuit (BEC), which has the purpose of 

regulating the voltage for the receiver, which itself results in discontinuing the use of receiver-

batteries. The types of BECs are generally either switch mode regulators or linear regulators.       

Brushless motors (which would be used as the motor-type for the aircraft prototype) has many 

benefits compared to the traditional brushed motors, such as high efficiency, increased power, 

longevity and decreased total weight. However, the speed controllers for brushless DC motors 

are considered much more complex than most typical brushed motor speed controllers.  

ESCs are (typically) rated according to the maximum current, for instance 25 A (Ampere), 

thus usually an increased/higher rating leads to increased weight and size of the ESC. This is 

certainly an important factor for calculation of mass and balance in aircrafts. The most 

suitable ESC will eventually be determined, when the appropriate motor has been elected.  
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Receiver  
 

RX-9/RX-12 SYNTH RX (MULTIPLEX) 

  

The receiver-model RX-9 SYNTH RX and RX-12 SYNTH 

RX from Multiplex have many advantages compared to other 

receivers on the commercial market. These two models can 

generate any required frequency that has to be used within a 

specific band. RX-9 and RX-12 (Synthesized) has also the 

benefit of a synthesizer and the IPD (Intelligent Pulse 

Decoding) fail safe technology, which provides the pilot an 

extraordinary performance on every 72Mhz frequency.  

These receivers are designed specifically to eliminate the 

possibility of setting up the incorrect channel. The receivers 

are programmed by using a push button on the RX and a 

positive shift transmitter of any type could be used.  

The selection of the channel is accomplished by using a button on the Rx, or a button on the 

programming lead which is connected to the Rx. The determination of the channel occurs by 

switching on the Tx with the aerial (fully extended) and at a distance of approximately 10m+. 

The band is scanned by the Rx where it detects its own Tx. The user could operate the Tx 

controls for safety checking (if the Rx is responding correctly).         

Data for RX-9/RX-12 SYNTH RX (MULTIPLEX) 

 

- Servo channel count: 9 (RX-9 SYNTH), 12 (RX-12 SYNTH) 

- Reception system: FM/PPM dual conversion with IPD 

- Sensitivity: Approximately 2 µV 

- Current drain: Approximately 30 mA (excl. servos) 

- Operating voltage: 3,5V...7,5V 

- Battery backer: max. permissible continuous current: 4A, max peak current:16A 

(1sec)    

- Temperature range (permissible operation): -15ºC...+55ºC 

- Aerial length: 900 mm 

- Dimension (LxBxH): 52x38x21 mm 

- Weight: 38 g 

 

 

Figure 20. The receiver RX-9/RX-12 
from Multiplex. 
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Motocalc 
 

MotoCalc is a motor program that is used as a tool to calculate the performance of a model 

aircraft that is electrically driven. The calculation is based on the utilized basic components 

which are the following: 

- Motor 

- Battery 

- Gearbox 

- Propeller/ducted fan 

- Speed control 

With the help of MotoCalc, verifying specific factors such as the number of battery cells, the 

diameter of the propeller, the gear ratio etc will produce several predictions for every 

combination.  

The motor program has also the ability to calculate the following: 

- Weight  

- Current 

- Voltage (motor terminals) 

- Input/output power 

- Power loss 

- Motor efficiency  

- RPM (motor) 

- Static thrust 

- Run time 

Through the use of MotoCalc, the optimum combination of components can be determined (in 

regards to the set goals). However, it’s important to understand that there are certain 

limitations, due to the fact that the Solaris aircraft has a limited electrical supply and weight, 

and the fact that its purpose is completely different in comparison to regular model aircrafts, 

which can result in complicated predictions. The most important factor is to achieve a high 

“run time” (more precisely 8 hours) to complete the night flight. Consequently that will be the 

starting point that will determine the necessary components for the desired flight. A minimum 

“run time” will be set with the help of a specific function called “filter facility”, to filter out 

all the unacceptable combinations that are presented by MotoCalc. It’s furthermore significant 

to calculate the necessary power input to the motors, which itself will determine if the solar 

cells are sufficient enough to support the motors with the necessary power.       

MotoCalc also contains a database for the basic components (motor, battery, gearbox, 

propeller, speed control), where MotoCalc has over 2000 different motor-types and over 200 

different battery cells. The program has also the ability to estimate the aerodynamic 

characteristics of the aircraft/wing, which will be used to calculate the lift and drag 

coefficient.  
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Drag & Lift coefficients  
 

Basic wing data (including the airfoil profile which was generated through MotoCalc): 

- Wing span: 5 meter (196,85 in) 

- Wing area: 1,45 m
2 

(2248,027 in) 

- Fuselage/wing weight: 10,132 kg  

Calculations according to the motor program (MotoCalc) regarding the airfoil parameters, 

which will be used to calculate the required lift for the wing: 

- Cl = 0,51 

- Clopt = 0,73 

- Clmax = 1,07 

- Cd = 0,042 

- Cdp = 0,011 

- Cdi = 0,005 

- Cdo = 0,026 

- LDmax = 14,13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. The above illustrates the design of the wing/airfoil for the Solaris aircraft. 
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Zephyr Qinetiq  
 

Zephyr Qinetiq is categorized as a lightweight 

solar-powered UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle). 

Zephyr was originally developed and designed 

by the QQ1 “Edge of space” team and 

sponsored by the UK-defence firm Qinetiq. The 

construction of the aircraft consists of carbon-

fibre material that utilizes solar energy through 

the use of solar panels (from UNI-SOLAR), to 

drive two propellers and also charge the 

installed lithium sulphur batteries (from Sion 

Power).  

The Zephyr Qinetiq holds the official aircraft-endurance world record for an UAV, which 

consist of 336 hours and 22 minutes, and took place 

from 9 July until 23 July 2010. The record has been 

verified by the FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale), for both the aircrafts duration 

and altitude (21,560 km).  

In 2008, a smaller version of Zephyr Qinetiq was demonstrated for the US military, where it 

performed beyond the previous world record, for the longest-duration unmanned flight at 82 

hours and an altitude of approximately 61000 feet. However the flight didn’t set a world 

record at the time due to the fact that the FAI was not involved. 

The Zephyr could be used for different missions and tasks that require extended flight-

periods. The Zephyr has the ability to “circle over” a specific area for extended durations, 

where the military uses the aircraft mostly for reconnaissance and communication platforms, 

and other scientific and civilian projects uses it for observation of Earth.        

Technical specifications:    

 

- Wingspan: 22,5 m (approx. 47 ft) 

- Weight: 53 kg (116, 8 lb) 

- Maximum payload: 2,5 kg (5 lb) 

- Maximum altitude: 21+ km (70000+ ft) 

- Motors (propeller): 2 

- Speed: 20 km/h (5,56 m/s) 

 

 

 

Figure 22. The Zephyr Qinetiq during a flight-test. 
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Material weight 

 

Carbon fiber is a specific material that consists of 

very thin fibers (approximately 0,005-0,010 mm in 

diameter). Carbon fiber is considered very strong 

relatively to its dimensions and has several beneficial 

properties compared to other similar materials. The 

following are the advantages of carbon fiber: 

- High flexibility  

- High strength-to-weight ratio 

- High modulus elasticity-to-weight ratio 

- Light weight 

- High fatigue strength 

- High corrosion resistance 

- High temperature-tolerance (low coefficient 

of thermal expansion) 

- Low thermal expansion 

The above mentioned factors indicate that carbon fiber is an excellent choice for aircraft 

applications and an important aspect regarding the calculation of the energy balance. 

However, carbon fiber is relatively expensive compared to other fiber-materials such as glass-

fibers and plastic-fibers.   

 

MTM®45-1 

 

The fuselage of the aircraft will consist of a “fibre epoxy resin 

prepregs”-material. More specifically MTM®45-1 carbon fiber 

epoxy resin prepregs (which is the same material used for the 

Zephyr). Advanced Composites Group Ltd., (which is a company 

that specializes in the manufacturing of advanced fiber reinforced 

composite materials), supplied the Zephyr Qinetiq with MTM®45-1 

carbon fiber for the wing and fuselage frames.  

- Density: approx. 160 kg/m3  

 

 

 

Figure 23. An example of a carbon fiber material 

Figure 24. The carbon fiber 

material MTM®45-1 that will 
be used for the Solaris aircraft. 
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Calculating the weight of the wing   

 

Approximate fuselage/wing volume: 

- Wingspan: 5 m  

- Chord: 0,29 m 

- Thickness: 10-15% = 0,0435 m 

Due to the fact that the Solaris aircraft is almost entirely based on the Zephyr Qinetiq-model 

(including the material for the aircraft), the actual weight of the Zephyr will be used to 

theoretically estimate the weight for the Solaris aircraft.   

Zephyr Qinetiq 

22,5 m wingspan (53 kg) →  1m wingspan (2,355 kg) 

5 m wingspan → 5 · 2,355 kg = 11,755 kg 

According to the simplified calculations, the total weight of the aircraft should be 11,755 kg 

including all components (motors, batteries, solar cells) etc. The calculation is certainly based 

on linear “equations” or “formulas” and is a basic assessment, thus may involve man risks 

regarding calculation- and estimation-errors. However, this working method is the best 

approach to estimate the weight of the aircraft. The data that was presented regarding the 

Zephyr Qinetiq indicates that the empty weight of the aircraft consisted of 25 % of the total 

weight. Consequently, using the same material that was used in Zephyr, the empty body 

weight of the Solaris aircraft would result in approximately 3 kg (11,755 kg · 0,25 = 2,94 kg).      

Total weight for the wing and fuselage: 3 kg (~2,94 kg) 
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MotoCalc Wizard 
 

The ”Motocalc Wizard” is a calculating program that step-by-step leads through the process 

of the selection of a power system for an aircraft that is electrically propeller-driven. The 

“MotoCalc Wizard” requires the answering of a couple of aircraft-related questions, where the 

program limits its calculations and processing by the given requirements.   

The following are the requirements for the Solaris aircraft (and that was asked by the 

MotoCalc Wizard): 

- 1 motor (to limit the required power input) 

 

- The minimum full-throttle performance that is expected for the Solaris aircraft will be 

a “Sailplane performance”. The aircraft doesn’t require any advanced flight 

characteristics or maneuvers, thus a “Sailplane performance” is sufficient enough. 

 

- The model shape for the airfoil will be a semi symmetrical, due to the fact that it’s the 

most common airfoil shape.  

 

- The thickness of the airfoil will be very thin to limit the aerodynamic forces. The 

“MotoCalc Wizard” has calculated that a thin airfoil is most suitable and sufficient for 

the Solaris aircraft (due to the dimensions of the aircraft and the expected 

performance) to limit the required power input and increase the power system 

performance. 

 

- As one of the early requirements, the aircraft will fly at an altitude above 10000 m.  

 

- There are no specific requirements for the drive system-type and propeller-type. 

However, a standard requirement would of course be a limited size/weight-to-power 

ratio to decrease the total weight of the aircraft. The “MotoCalc Wizard” will calculate 

and determine the most appropriate and adequate drive system-type and propeller-type 

for every motor-type. 

 

- As a preselected requirement, the battery-type will be LiPo (Lithium Polymer) and the 

motor-type will be brushless. 

The “MotoWizard” has totally analyzed 1315270 combinations of different power systems 

(using the set restrictions of the motor and battery). The program has calculated and found a 

total of 1459 combinations that are capable of providing the required aircraft performance for 

the Solaris aircraft. 

However, it’s essential to determine the most sufficient power system (which has to be done 

manually). As a result, the 1459 combinations had to be analyzed and evaluated to determine 

the most effective and sufficient power system (the minimal motor power input that is 

required).  
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Five most sufficient power systems 
 

The following are the five most sufficient power systems with minimal requirement of motor 

power input: 

Welgard C1823-20  

 

Motor: Welgard C1823-20; 2100 rpm/V; 0,2A no-load; 0,043 Ohms 

Battery: Kokam 3200 SHD (20C); 3 cells; 3200mAh @ 3,7V; 0,008 Ohms/cell 

Speed control: Generic Brushless ESC; 0,006 Ohms; High rate 

Drive system: Generic 20x15in Prop w/6:1 Gearbox; 20x15 (Pconst=1,31; Tconst=0,95) 

geared 6:1 (Eff=95%) 

Airspeed: 11,5 m/s 

Motor input: 33,2 W 

Thrust: 192 g 

Operating time: 62:39 min 

Throttle power: 58% (Level Flight @ Clopt: 0,66) 

 

RC-Time 2208-14  

 

Motor: RC-Timer 2208-14; 1450 rpm/V; 0,5A no-load; 0,11 Ohms 

Battery: Kokam 2100SHD (20C); 5 cells; 2100mAh @ 3,7V; 0,0114 Ohms/cell 

Speed control: Generic Brushless ESC; 0,006 Ohms; High rate 

Drive system: Generic 18x13in Prop w/6:1 Gearbox; 18x13 (Pconst=1,31; Tconst=0,95) 

geared 6:1 (Eff=95%) 

Airspeed: 11,5 m/s 

Motor input: 37,1 W 

Thrust: 183 g 

Operating time: 61:33 min  

Throttle power: 60% (Level Flight @ Clopt: 0,66) 
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Scorpion HK2221-8 

  

Motor: Scorpion HK2221-8; 3595 rpm/V; 2,31A no-load; 0,024 Ohms 

Battery: Kokam 3200SHD (20C); 2 series x 2 parallel cells; 3200mAh @ 3,7V; 0,008 

Ohms/cell 

Speed control: Generic Brushless ESC; 0,006 Ohms; High rate 

Drive system: Generic 19x15in Prop w/6:1 Gearbox; 19x15 (Pconst=1,31; Tconst=0,95) 

geared 6:1 (Eff=95%) 

Airspeed: 11,5 m/s 

Motor input: 39,5 W 

Thrust: 181 g 

Operating time: 69:16 min  

Throttle power: 53% (Level Flight @ Clopt: 0,66) 

 

Great Planes Rimfire 28-30-1250  

 

Motor: Great Planes Rimfire 28-30-1250 (#4565); 1250 rpm/V; 0,9A no-load; 0,1127 Ohms 

Battery: Kokam 2100SHD (20C); 6 cells; 2100mAh @ 3,7V; 0,0114 Ohms/cell 

Speed control: Generic Brushless ESC; 0,006 Ohms; High rate 

Drive system: Generic 18x13in Prop w/6:1 Gearbox; 18x13 (Pconst=1,31; Tconst=0,95) 

geared 6:1 (Eff=95%) 

Airspeed: 12 m/s 

Motor input: 39,5 W 

Thrust: 209 g 

Operating time: 55:10 min  

Throttle power: 61% (Level Flight @ Clopt: 0,66) 
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Model Motors AXI AC2212/20 

 

Motor: Model Motors AXI AC2212/20; 1150 rpm/V; 0,7A no-load; 0,135 Ohms 

Battery: Kokam 2100SHD (20C); 6 cells; 2100mAh @ 3,7V; 0,0114 Ohms/cell 

Speed control: Generic Brushless ESC; 0,006 Ohms; High rate 

Drive system: Generic 19x14in Prop w/6:1 Gearbox; 19x14 (Pconst=1,31; Tconst=0,95) 

geared 6:1 (Eff=95%) 

Airspeed: 12 m/s 

Motor input: 45,3 W 

Thrust: 204 g 

Operating time: 60:37 min  

Throttle power: 60% (Level Flight @ Clopt: 0,66) 
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The Solaris Power System  
 

The most sufficient power system according to “MotoWizard” is the power system with the 

motor Welgard C1823-20 and the battery Kokam 2100SHD. As seen in the “In-Flight 

Analysis”, the motor requires 33,2 W to operate at a throttle of 58% for a maximum of 63 

minutes. This illustrates that the required motor power input is less than the supplied energy 

from the solar panels. The motor requires approximately 38% of the total energy provided by 

the solar panels. 

The power system consists of the following: 

- Motor: Welgard C1823-20  

 2100rpm/V  

 0,2A no-load  

 0,043 Ohms  

 

- Battery: Kokam 3200SHD (20C)  

 3 cells; 3200mAh @ 3,7V  

 0,008 Ohms/cell 

 

- Speed Control: Generic Brushless ESC 

 0,006 Ohms  

 High rate 

 

- Drive System: Generic 20x15in Prop w/6:1 Gearbox; 20x15  

 Pconst=1,31  

 Tconst=0,95  

 Geared 6:1 (Eff=95%) 

 

- Airframe: Solaris Wing  

 145dm²  

 3198g  

 22,1g/dm²  

 Cd=0,037  

 Cl=0,23  

 Clopt=0,66  

 Clmax=0,83 

 

- Stats:  

 16 W/kg in  

 14 W/kg out  
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Figure 26. A diagram that describes the flight characteristics for the Solar Airplane.  

Figure 25. A diagram that describes the flight characteristics for the Solar Airplane. 
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Flight analysis (Graphs) 
 

The following graphs are flight analysis of the Solaris Power System:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figur 27. The graph illustrates the relation between the propeller RPM and the 
airspeed. The red line represents the relation between these two factors and the blue 
line represents the MotoGb-efficiency.     

Figur 28. The graph illustrates the relation between the thrust (force) and the lift (force). The red line 
represents the relation between these two factors and the blue line represents the MotoGb-efficiency.     
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Figur 29. Figur 30. The graph illustrates the relation between the motor input (watt) and the motor loss 
(watt). The red line represents the relation between these two factors and the blue line represents the 
MotoGb-efficiency.     
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Calculations  
 

The aircraft will mostly be based on the same components that are used in Zephyr Qinetiq, 

meaning the same solar cells, batteries and motors, to achieve the same similar flight 

characteristics as of Zephyr Qinetiq. The components that are used in Zephyr Qinetiq, are the 

most suitable for flight applications due to their efficiency to weight-ratio. Thus, using the 

same concept/components would be the most appropriate solution to achieve a 24h solar-

powered UAV aircraft. However, other components could certainly be used instead of the 

actual components in the Zephyr, due to different energy consumption, energy production and 

power requirements.    

 

Reference geometry  

 

Sref = 0,29 m · 5 m = 1,45 m
2 

b (wing span) = 5 m 

AR = (wingspan)
2
/area = 17,24 

Flight conditions 

 

IAS = 5,6 m/s (20 km/h), according to the data for Zephyr Qinetiq 

h = 12,192 km 

ρ = 0,30267 kg/m3 

V = TAS = IAS · (P0/P) 
½ 

= 5,6 · (1,225/0,30267)
 ½

 = 11,27 m/s 

α = 1,5 – 2 degrees   

 

Massproperties 

 

Calculated  

- Aircraft empty bodyweight = 2,94 kg (calculated) 

- Solar cells = 5,04 kg (calculated) 

- Batteries (including chargers) = 2 kg  

- Motor (including propeller) = 1,860 kg 

- Avionic systems = 0,07 kg 

Total weight: 11,91 kg 
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Lift-Coefficient  

 

The lift coefficient is defined as a 

dimensionless coefficient that relates to the 

generated lift-force, the dynamic pressure 

regarding the fluid flow and the reference 

area. The lift coefficient could also be defined 

as the “efficiency” or the “effectiveness” of 

the lifting surface.  

The lift coefficient can be determined by using 

the following equation: 

CL = (2 · W)/(ρ · V
2
 · Sref = (2 · L)/(ρ · V

2
 · Sref) 

 

 

Lift, Drag and Thrust-Equation 

 

The definition of lift (force) is the 

component of the perpendicular force 

to the oncoming flow-direction, where 

the drag-force is defined as the 

component of the surface force (which 

is parallel to the flow-direction).  

If the lift coefficient is know (or 

estimated), the lift-force can be calculated using the following equation: 

L = ½ · ρ · V
2 

· Sref · CL 

 

Required power-to-weight ratio 

  

According to MotoCalcs data specifications for motors, an airplane requires as a minimum 

(according to their calculations) approximately 50-70 watts/lbs to fly the aircraft during 

normal flight conditions. This would indicate that the aircraft needs approximately over 1000 

watts (20+ lbs). It’s necessary to calculate the specific power-to-weight ratio for the aircraft to 

determine the required force, consequently deciding the required motor-power.   

 

Figure 31. The graph shows a typical curve for lift coefficients 
in relation to the angle of attack. 

Figure 32. An illustration on the different forces that are applied on an 
airfoil during flight conditions. 
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Required power 

Calculation of the Lift Coefficient (CL) 

 

To calculate the required power/force, the lift coefficient (CL) needs to be calculated first: 

CL = (2 · W)/(ρ · V
2
 · Sref = (2 · L)/(ρ · V

2
 · Sref) → 

CL = (2 · 11,91)/(0,30267 · 11,27
2
 · 1,45) = 0,4273   

According to the calculations above, the lift coefficient equals 0,7223. During cruise flight-

conditions (constant speed), the lift equals the weight and the drag equals the thrust. Due to 

these known physical factors, the required thrust (force/power) will be possible to calculate.  

If lift equals weight, this results in the following:  

W = 11,91 kg = 11,91 · 9,82 = 116,96 N 

W = L = 116,96 N 

Calculation of the Drag Coefficient (CD) 

 

To calculate the total drag, the drag coefficient (CD) has to be determined first: 

- Observe that CD0 and CDi has already been determined in MotoCalc 

Total drag coefficient CD = CD0 + CDi → 

 CD = 0,026 + 0,005 = 0,031 

 

Calculating the total drag: 

 

The drag-equation D = CD · ρ · Sref · V
2
 · 0,5 → 

D = 0,031 · 0,30267 · 1,45 · 5,56
2
 · 0,5 = 0,2103 N 

- Observe that thrust equals drag during cruise conditions →  T = D = 0,2103 N 

According to the calculations above, the required thrust (force) to achieve cruise flight-

conditions is 0,2103 N (0.756437 oz).  
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Calculating the required power 

 

The following equation will be used to calculate the required power to fly the aircraft during 

cruise-flight: 

P = F· d/t → P = F · v 

P = 0,2103 N · 5,56 m/s = 1,169 Nm/s (required power) 

- Observe: 1 Nm/s = 1 watt → 1,169 Nm/s = 1,169 watt  

 

Solar panels - UNI-SOLAR 

 

The maximal generated power from the solar cells per square meter: 60,578 Wp/m
2 

 
The total maximal generated power from the aircraft: 87,8381 Wp (1,45 m

2
 · 60,578 Wp)  

The weight for the solar cells per square meter is 3,9 kg → 3,9 kg/60,578 = 57,35 g  

1 Wp = 57,35 g  (60,578 Wp/m
2
),  

Total weight of the solar cells: 57,35 · 87,8381 = 5,03851 kg ~ 5,04 kg  

Temperature coefficient: Power (P): -0.21% /°C → No decrease due to temperature below 

0°C.  
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Motor (Welgard C1823-20) 

 

The aircraft demands (according to the performed 

calculations) 1,169 watts (1,169 Nm/s) to achieve cruise-

flight, thus the aircraft requires certain brushless motors 

that can produce more than the needed power. It’s also 

important to remember that the aircraft requires more 

power (force) during take-off flight, as a result the motors 

should be able to produce more than the required power 

during cruise-flight.  

The Welgard C1823-20 Brushless RC Motor is a suitable 

motor regarding the power requirements. It has a weight 

of merely 16 grams, which is an important factor 

concerning aircraft design. The motor is both powerful 

and efficient (in comparison to its weight), and is also the primary motor that will be used in 

the Solaris Power system (which was analyzed and computed by MotoCalc).  

Technical Specifications for Welgard C1823-20 

- Motor Type: Brushless  

- Weight: 16g (0.56 oz)  

- Power: 200 Watts  

- Moto constant (KV): 2100 RPM/Volt  

- No-load Current: 0,2A  

- Recommended Propeller (by MotoCalc): Generic 20x15in Prop  

- Recommended Battery capacity (by MotoCalc): Kokam 3200SHD  

- Recommended Electronic Speed Control: Generic Brushless ESC 

Propeller 

 

The recommended propeller for the brushless motor (Welgard C1823-20) is Generic 20x15in 

Prop, thus it will be used to due to MotoCalc recommendation.  

Dimensions for the Generic 20x15in Prop  

- Propeller diameter: 50,8 cm (20 inches)  

- Propeller pitch: 38,1 cm (15 inches)  

- Weight: 1800 grams 

 

 

 

Figure 33. The Welgard motor of the model C1823-
20. 

Figure 34. An example of the 
propeller that will be used for 
the Solaris aircraft. 
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Kokam 3200SHD 

 

The Kokam 3200SHD is an effective and sufficient lithium polymer battery that is 

manufactured by the South Korean company Kokam. The battery was recommended for the 

Solaris power system by MotoCalc, thus would be most advised to use.  

Specifications for Kokam 3200SHD: 

  

- LiPo (Lithium Polymer) 

 

- Capacity: 3200 mAh 

 

- Voltage: 3,7V  

 

- Weight: 80,1 g  

 

- Charging current: 3,2A/cell (1C) 

 

- Charging voltage: 4,2V + 0,03V/cell 

 

- Dimensions: 131 mm (length) x 43,5 mm 

(wide) x 7,6 mm (width)   

 

- Charge time: 1h/cell (Kokam Chargers) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 35. A picture of the Kokam 3200SHD. 
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Analysis of the Solaris Power System 
 

“MotoCalc” was not capable of determining a throttle setting for hands-off cruise airspeed, 

thus the best lift-to-drag ratio airspeed and throttle setting will instead be used. “MotoCalc” 

was also unable to determine a throttle setting for an airspeed, which could mean that the 

aircraft is incapable of reaching the speed that is required with the utilized power system. This 

could also indicate that the information regarding the airfoil has not completely been specified 

correctly.   

The current of the full-throttle at the best lift-to-drag ratio airspeed (20,4A) is between the 

maximum efficiency current of the motor (7A) and the theoretical maximum output of the 

motors current, consequently maximizing the effectiveness of the motor. The excess thrust 

(781 g) to weight (3198 g) at the best lift-to drag ratio airspeed is 0,24:1, which will provide 

excellent acceleration and climbs.         

Due to the wing loading of 22,1 g/dm
2
, an aircraft model of that size will have sedate flying 

characteristics, where the aircraft will be most appropriate for “relaxed flying” (light wind and 

calm conditions). The Static thrust (1343 gram) to weight (3198 gram) ratio is 0,42:1, which 

will most likely result in medium length take-off runs. According to “MotoCalcs” predictions, 

the aircraft will have no difficulty to take of the ground or grass surfaces. 

The analysis for the Solaris power system is based on calculations that take the motor heating 

effect into consideration. All calculations are specifically based on mathematical and 

theoretical models that may not take all the limitations of the utilized components into 

account. Thus, it’s always necessary and important to consult the manufacturer of the power 

system component to make certain that no limits are being surpassed.   

 

Total thrust from the motor/propeller (MotoCalc) 

 

The total static thrust that is calculated by MotoCalc for the Solaris Power System is 192 g at 

a throttle of 58%, which will provide a run-time of approximately 63 minutes. MotoCalc 

calculated that a static thrust of 192 g is necessary to achieve the desirable flight 

characteristics for the Solaris aircraft. According to previous calculations the aircraft required 

1,169 Nm/s or 116,9 g of thrust (compared to the provided thrust from the motor) to fly the 

aircraft during flight-cruise. This indicates that the utilized power system is completely 

sufficient to operate the aircraft.     
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Required energy for the motor (according to motocalc): 

 

The motor (Welgard C1823-20) requires 33,2W to operate the entire power system, which is 

the total required energy. The total static thrust is 192 g, approximately 1,5 times the required 

thrust for the aircraft to achieve cruise-flight.  

The total energy produced from the solar cells is 87,8381 Wp, thus completely sufficient to 

run the motors during the day.   

 

Batteries  

 

According to MotoCalc, 3 cells (Kokam) in series would generate 62,39 minutes (1h; 2,39 

min). To achieve a night-flight of at least 8 hours, 24 batteries are required which would 

generate a flight duration of 499,12 minutes (8h; 19,12 min). This indicates that 24 Kokam 

cells are certainly sufficient to operate the motors during the entire night-flight.    

- Kokam, 3 cells: 62,39 min (1h; 2,39 min)  

- Kokam, 24 cells: 499,12 min (8h; 19,12 min)  

Calculating the charge time and required power to charge the batteries 

 

The battery capacity for one Kokam 3200SHD is 3,2 Ah (3200 mAh). 

- Charge time (Charging Current x Time): 3200 mAh (1h)  

It takes 1h to fully charge one battery, with an electric current of 3,2A, which equals 11,84W 

with a cell volt of 3,7V (3,7V · 3,2A = 11,84W). Charging 3 batteries simultaneously would 

require 35,52W (11,84W · 3), which is enough to be able to charge all batteries before the 

solar panels deactivates. To charge all 24 batteries, it would take 8h (480 min).  

The total energy produced from the solar cells is 87,8381 Wp, thus sufficient to charge the 

batteries during the day, to be used during the night-flight.  

According to the calculations, it requires totally 35,52Wh from the solar cells to charge 4 

batteries within 1h. The available energy from the solar panels during the charging process 

would be: 

- 87,8381 W (available energy) – 35,52 W (battery-charging) – 33,2 W (motor-drive) → 

=  19, 4381W (for avionic systems).     
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Avionics  

 

Generic Brushless ESC 

The electronic speed control that will be used is Generic Brushless ESC. It’s a very reliable 

and effective ESC, with many years of testing in aircraft applications. The MotoCalc program 

itself recommended the Generic Brushless ESC for the Solaris power system. 

Technical data for the Generic Brushless ESC: 

- Resistance: 0,006 ohm 

- Maximum current: Unspecified 

- Weight: 1,5  

- High rate operation 

 

Tiny S 

 

The servo that will be used in the aircraft is Tiny S from Multiplex, which is a “micro-sized” 

servo and has very similar characteristics of the servo-model Hitec HS-81. The servo is 

considered very fast and effective, and also exhibits a tremendous performance (to weight 

ratio). The servo Tiny S has been developed specifically for applications that requires 

minimal weight and size, thus it’s most appropriate for aircraft-models.  

Specification: 
 

- Torque: 26 / 30 Ncm @ 4.8/6.0 V 

- Transit speed: 0.08 / 0.06 Sec./40º @ 4.8/6.0 V 

- Operating power: 2-4 watt 

- Dim. LxWxH: 30x12x30 mm 

- Weight approx.: 17 g 

- Gearbox: Plastic  

- Motor type: 3-pole 
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RX-9/RX-12 SYNTH RX (MULTIPLEX) 

  

The receiver-model RX-9 SYNTH RX and RX-12 SYNTH RX from Multiplex will be used 

as the receiver, due to its advantages and high capacity. 

Data for RX-9/RX-12 SYNTH RX (MULTIPLEX) 

- Servo channel count: 9 (RX-9 SYNTH), 12 (RX-12 SYNTH) 

- Reception system: FM/PPM dual conversion with IPD 

- Sensitivity: Approximately 2 µV 

- Current drain: Approximately 30 mA (excl. servos) 

- Operating voltage: 3,5V...7,5V 

- Operating power: 0,0225W 

- Battery backer: max. permissible continuous current: 4A, max peak current:16A 

(1sec)    

- Temperature range (permissible operation): -15ºC...+55ºC 

- Aerial length: 900 mm 

- Dimension (LxBxH): 52x38x21 mm 

- Weight: 38 g 

 

Total required energy (Avionics)  

 

Total required energy to operate the basic avionic system will not exceed 10W, which could 

easily be provided from the available energy (approx. 19,5W) from the solar panels. This 

indicates that the solar panels have the capacity to operate the motors, the avionic system and 

charging the batteries simultaneously.     

- Servo: 4W 

- Receiver: 0,0225W 

- Total: 4,0225W  
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RESULTS 
 

The results from the research and the calculations show that the aircraft has the ability to fly 

night and day for longer periods, without the need of landing. The calculations and results 

from the two different motor programs indicate that the energy supplied from the solar cells is 

sufficient to operate the motors and the avionics in the aircraft, where the batteries will be 

charged during the day-flight for the preparation of the night-flight (as calculated and 

explained under “Batteries”). For more accurate calculations, the received data from 

MotoCalc will be used to demonstrate the capacity and operation of the aircraft.  

The motor results from motocalc: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figur 34. The results above are the direct data that was presented by MotoCalc for the Welgard C1823-20-construction. All the necessary data 
regarding the motor, battery, speed control, drive system and airframe is presented. 

Figur 36. The presented table above shows the flight and motors characteristics for the Welgard C1823-20-construction, such as 
drag, lift, airspeed, motor input, motor loss, propeller RPM, thrust etc.    
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- Produced energy (solar panels): 87,8381 Wp 

- Required thrust/force: 0,2103 N 

- Required watt-input for motors: 33,2W 

The total thrust from the motor at a 58% throttle is 192 g (1,92N), which is completely 

sufficient to fly the aircraft during cruise-flight and take-off flight. And the provided energy 

from the solar panels (87,8381 Wp) is enough to operate the motors and the necessary system, 

including the battery-charging. As a result of these factors, the aircraft will theoretically have 

the ability to fly “constantly” without the need of landing. The presented data above shows 

the capacity of the aircraft and all the essential parameters.  
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DISCUSSIONS 
 

The aircraft have been practically based on the solar-powered UAV Zephyr Qinetiq, due to 

the fact that Zephyr have managed to fly day and night with enormous success. However, the 

design of the solaris aircraft have been a little different, regarding the battery and motor 

choice. But it’s also important to understand that the installation of the exact same 

components is not fully necessary to achieve the same goal, which is a 24h-flight.    

It’s also important to understand that even though the solaris aircraft have the ability to fly 

“constantly”, it not realistic that it could fly forever, due to other factors such as component 

failures, damages, life-cycles etc. On the other hand, it’s fully possible for the aircraft to stay 

airborne for a couple of months for specific missions.   

It should also be mentioned that the primary goal of this project was to design a solar-

powered UAV that could fly for longer period, but the aircraft haven’t been completely 

optimized (due to minimal time) to perhaps achieve a much more efficient or powerful 

system. Consequently, improvement of the aircraft system, more precisely the combination of 

motors, propellers, drive-system, batteries etc, could lead to higher standards with more 

benefits.    
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Appendix A. 
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Appendix B. 
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Appendix C. 
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Appendix F. 
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Appendix G. 
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Appendix I. 
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Appendix J. 
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Appendix K. 
 

The following represents the step-by-step processing of the “MotoCalc Wizard”:  
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Appendix L. 
The following are the five most sufficient power systems with minimal requirement of motor 

power input: 

Welgard C1823-20 
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RC-Time 2208-14 
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Scorpion HK 2221-8 
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Great Planes Rimfire 28-30-1250 
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Model Motors AXI AC2212/20 

 

 

 


